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THAILAND: NEW GLOBAL HUB FOR SOUTH-EAST ASIA

NEW MARKETS NEW PRODUCTS 



We’ve opened 
a hub in South 
East Asia with 
the blessing of 
the local Thai 
community.



Founder and CEO David Telfer says ‘solving clean 
water and termite problems just got easier and much 
healthier for millions in this region. It was an obvious 
choice of location for this emerging technology’

Our team are ready to discuss how 
you can clean water, and control 
termites with this great home tech.

In line with our global mantra, Anti 
Bio Technologies proudly announce 
the opening of its  South-East-Asia 
hub in Nong Khai, Thailand. 

This office is prepared and fully 
staffed with trained consultants to 
solve problems of water cleanliness 
and termites, with many new 
products in the pipeline. 

It also provides employment for 
many Thai locals.



The 2018 tech is here: 
New models with added 
capabilities including 
multiple lines, increased 
range and soon, an app 
which visually shows 
the tech in action.  



Publicans and bar owners can now clean twice the 
amount of beerlines, with just one sleeker streamlined 
unit, saving money and time.. 

We have reengineered our 2018 units in line with industry 
feedback, with a sleek new model to suit any environ-
ment. Less units to install is not just a great saving but 
also an easier way to service multiple lines.

We’vEalso had some amazing success stories with exist-
ing units, some installed 10 years ago still going strong!

Our partners and distributors are responsible all 
tech-savvy  companies embracing this new technology, 
producing safer, healthier (and better tasting) outcomes 
for their customers, Cheers.

WE’RE DESIGNING 
AN APP THAT 
‘SPEAKS’TO YOU. 
The Anti Bio Termite Control app is in development. 

We can tell you that it will be able to detect signals from 
your termite control unit and give you an idea of the sound-
wave Hz it is emitting. You’ll be able to ‘communicate’ with 
this amazing technology as it tells you the distance the 
soundwaves are emitting, the hZ cycles, and whether the unit 
isproperly activated. You’ll receive software updates.

Let’s take a step back, termites are blind and communicate 
primarily by sound. Especially when threatened. it is their 
signal to evacuate, for good.

Anti Bio have developed and researched a successful 
software program which emits soundwaves designed to 
‘evict’entire termite colonies by sending false ‘enemy’ 
threat signals.

These algoryhtms are not only patended but are sealed in a 
locked safe. 

You can buy now or pay monthly to have access to this tech. 
Contact info@antibio.com.au and ask for David.

CELLAR CONTROL:
WE’VE DOUBLED 
THE LINES PER UNIT.



Anti Bio Termite Control has been 
relaunched in France, here’s why.

Termites Surveys are mandatory 
for any property sale in France. 
Southern regions are the most 
affected by termites.
A report on the presence, or otherwise, of termites and 
other similar destructive pests in the property. The sur-
vey is called the état des risques parasitaires.

It is only required within designated areas of the country. 
The local mairie will be able to advise you whether the 
property is located in one of these areas.

If a survey is required, then it cannot be dated earlier 
than six months from the sale contract.

Here are the three reports re-
quired to sell property in France:  
1. Asbestos  2. Lead  3. Termites                                                                 
Courtesy of French-Property.com, merci!



CONTRÔLE DES TERMITES

This proven tech will help conquer 
France’s most unwelcome visitor.  

Control termites in French homes 
with Anti Bio Technology.
Anti Bio Technologies has been proven effective, 
cost-saving and durable not only in France but in 20 
other counties around the world. Our products have 
survived typhoon storms, drought, floods and power 
shortages. The south of France has a potent mix of 
elements all of which attract termites. Here are a few: 
wooden homes, old homes, warmer climate, more 
humid conditions, 

Anti Bio chemical-free technology to the rescue.



The rebuilding begins.

You’ll remember Flamboyant 
Resort from our very first 
newsletter. Above is the 
‘before’ photo and sadly below 
is the ‘after’.

With government aid plus 
community collaboration and 
willingness to help each other, 
the expectations of restoring 
the Island to its former glory 
will be sooner than previously 
anticpated. Great news indeed!

Anti Bio Technologies expect 
to play an integral part of the 
new infrastructure with rigid 
systems designed to combat 
water borne contamination 
threats, termite infestations 
and cleaner water for these 
beautiful Islands. 

Update on 
Flamboyant 
Resort Saint 
Martin, 
battered by 
Hurricane 
Irma in 2017.

WHAT’S IN THE PIPELINE?
HOMETECH © HOMESAFE

SUBSCRIPTION 
PAY JUST US$99 A MONTH. 
EASY SETUP AND MAINTENANCE

New HOMESAFE system designed to work 
on a multitude of applications in the home 
whether it be pool, water or termite related, 
which is cheaper and more cost effective. 

Updates will comply with new components 
available, and avoid supply issues from 
components which have become outdated.

Improvements have also been made to the 
external box to improve quality, durability 
and weathering.

Get homesafe for one outright cost, or 
subscribe to AntiBio Technologies for just 
$99 per month. 
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FIND OUT MORE OR BUY THIS TECH HERE: ANTIBIO.COM.AU


